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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Live H2o Experiment Anticipated To Reach Millions Worldwide
JUNE 19-21, 2009- LOS ANGELES, CA- Get ready for the biggest Experiment in history …
This EXPERIMENT will gather millions of people around the globe, on Summer Solstice weekend including famous
Scientists, Doctors, Diplomats, Authors, Film-makers, Spiritual Teachers, Religious leaders, Recording Artists, Celebrities,
and World leading healers.
Join us in 20 countries, 50 venues, Worldwide, adjacent to important bodies of water.
From Jerusalem to Down Under, from Afghanistan to Africa, India, Spain, Hawaii, Japan, Sedona, Los Angeles….People
from every tongue, nation, and culture, are coming together for Live H2o, to promote peace, harmony, health, and
ecological awareness.
This 72-hour global event is designed to heal the world from within and bring humanity back to unity and security in the
name of LOVE, by celebrating Water. The new concept in harmony, connecting us All through the water that sustains the
planet and makes up most of our bodies.
Three days of education and musical celebration will change the world simply by expanding awareness about the many
miracles Water performs eternally without asking any thanks.
The Global "Water Blessing Experiment" conducted on Sunday, June 21st, at 5PM PSD, will be based out of Long
Beach, CA, at Ocean Ave & Granada, and will be broadcast live over the internet at Liveh2o.tv, is anticipated to
engage an estimated 10 million or more viewers, in this first ever experiment in awareness and understanding, with Music
played at 528 Hz.
This "Global Baptism, according to Native and religious prophets and prophecies, will significantly advance our global
village to harmonize with nature, ecological responsibility, and spiritual integrity.
“Water reflects more than light,” says Japanese water scholar, Dr. Masaru Emoto, co-creator of the Global LIVE H2O
festival and author of the New York Times best-seller, “The Hidden Messages in Water”. Dr. Emoto published evidence
linking music and language to water’s dynamic capacity to alter its molecular structure in response to sonic energy
including prayer.

WATER FOR DARFUR–The Pasadena Venue will be located in Old Town Pasadena in the courtyard at 88 Fair
Oaks on Saturday and Sunday, June 20th & 21stst , from 10am-8pm. A portion of the proceeds will bring healthy water
to Darfur with the intention of bringing awareness & support.
For more info on how you can get involved, Visit Liveh2o.org

